COMBINED HEAT AND POWER
Energy Efficiency to Repower U.S. Manufacturing
The United States has the world’s largest manufacturing economy, which produces 21 percent of
global manufactured products and contributes more than 11 percent of U.S. GDP (more than any
other sector).1 Manufacturing is the wellspring for 11.5 million jobs in the United States, or 9 percent
of the total workforce.2 In order to compete more effectively in the challenging global manufacturing
marketplace, U.S. industry must look for ways to become more productive and efficient.
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Despite New Hampshire’s relatively
small population and manufacturing
base, the state is realizing the
benefits of industrial efficiency
through combined heat and
power (CHP). Wausau Paper
installed a 13.7-megawatt (MW)
system in 1947 in Groveton, the first
CHP installation in the state. Since then,
the state’s capacity has grown slowly
but steadily. Today New Hampshire
has 22 CHP sites, ranging in size from
10 kilowatts (kW) to 15.2 MW. New
Hampshire continues to demonstrate that
CHP systems make economic sense on
any scale, with two installations in 2009 —
60 and 125 kW at Abenaki Timber and in
Campton, respectively.
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Case Study: Velcrob
Velcro’s headquarters in Manchester, NH, selfgenerates energy to meet 100 percent of its
electrical and thermal power needs by using waste
heat from electricity production. The resulting
energy is more efficient than that provided by
public utilities. Steam provides heat for buildings
and water and also provides thermal energy for
material processing. The recycled heat is even
used to provide air conditioning for work spaces
and to melt snow and ice under sidewalks,
providing safer walkways for staff. Velcro uses an
on-site 5 MW gas turbine generator that includes a
25,000 lb/hr heat recovery steam generator.
a www.eea-inc.com/chpdata/States/NH.html
b Velcro. “Sustainability.” www.velcro.com/index.php?page=sustainability
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DOUBLE AMERICA’S CHP BY 2020

At a time of economic uncertainty, investment
tax credits encourage industry to upgrade
its facilities by lowering the up-front costs
for CHP projects. Unfortunately, current tax
credits are not enough to spur the significant
energy-efficiency investments that the industrial
sector needs to return this nation to economic
growth, reduced fuel consumption and global
competitiveness. To reap the benefits, the
United States needs a 30 percent investment
tax credit for waste-heat recovery and highly
efficient CHP projects, no matter their size.

Expert analysis from the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory indicates that 85 gigawatts of
combined heat and power (CHP) could be
added in a cost-effective manner over the next
10 years, reducing business costs and creating
jobs.3 This increase would double CHP by 2020
and would reduce annual energy consumption
in the U.S. by 3 percent—avoiding the need to
build more than 200 midsize power plants (those
of about 500 megawatts).
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WHAT IS COMBINED HEAT AND POWER?
Utilizing these technologies presents a significant
opportunity for industry to maximize efficiency
and productivity, cut costs, create jobs, reduce
emissions and enhance competitiveness.

Used in one form or another for more than 100
years, CHP is not a single technology, but instead
a group of technologies that can use a variety of
fuels to provide reliable electricity, mechanical
power or thermal energy. Manufacturing
generates large amounts of waste heat, which
is typically vented into the air. The recycling of
waste heat, however, can generate low-cost
clean electricity. Waste-energy recovery takes
two forms:
n

n

Combined heat and power technologies are
readily available today. CHP sites exist in every
state and together contribute 85 gigawatts of
capacity annually, or almost 9 percent of the
nation’s electricity.* Additionally, with rising
energy prices affecting companies large and
small, CHP can offset costs and give businesses
the flexibility to invest their money elsewhere.

Capturing heat produced during electricity
generation and using it to heat additional
buildings.
Using industrial waste heat (or another
energy-laden waste stream) as a fuel source
to generate electricity.

* Combined Heat and Power: Effective Energy Solutions for a
Sustainable Future. Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Dec. 1, 2008.
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Combined Heat and Power Across the U.S.
BMW Manufacturing Plant
Spartanburg, S.C.

with lower transmission line power loss,
improves the project’s efficiency and results in
lower pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

In 2009, BMW Manufacturing Co.’s Energy
Center installed two new energy-efficient
combustion turbines that together produce 11
MW of electricity. The CHP system is powered
by methane gas obtained through a partnership
with a local Waste Management landfill. Overall,
the plant’s two turbines save $5 million to $7
million a year in energy costs and reduce annual
carbon-dioxide emissions by 92,000 tons.4

“We have several combined heat and
power applications across our enterprise
and through our CodeGreen sustainability
initiative are always looking for ways to improve
energy efficiencies and promote a healthier
environment for our guests, employees and
communities in which we operate.”
—Eric Dominguez, Corporate Director,
Energy & Environmental Services
Caesars Entertainment

Adkins Energy
Lena, Ill.
Faced with rising electric rates and a history
of grid outages in northeastern Illinois, Adkins
Energy determined that a combined heat and
power system would be perfect for its plant.
In 2002, Adkins installed a 5-MW combustionturbine-based CHP system, which benefits the
company in two ways. First, the system provides
energy that supplies more than 95 percent of
the plant’s electrical power needs and saves
Adkins over $900,000 a year in energy costs.7
Additionally, the plant disconnects from the
grid during power outages and continues to
produce its own electricity, thus avoiding
plant shutdowns.

BMW Plant

Harrah’s Rio All-Suites Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas
The Rio is home to the first CHP system on the
Las Vegas Strip. Installed in 2004, the 4.9-MW
system generates 40 percent of the electricity,
60 percent of the hot water and 65 percent
of the heat needed by the hotel-casino.5 The
efficient combination of on-site heat and power
generation reduces the property’s annual
energy bill by about $750,000, resulting in a
positive return on investment for the project.
These savings are reflected in lower electric
bills for the property. Heat recovered from the
generator stacks and engine jackets, combined

“The CHP system has been a very reliable
and cost-effective energy solution for our
ethanol plant. I would install the same
energy system again.”
—Mert Green, Adkins Energy

Rio Las Vegas
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For more information
U.S. Combined Heat and Power Association
www.uschpa.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?
pageid=1

Combined Heat and Power Projects,
Department of Energy
www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/
distributedenergy/chp_projects.html
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